Black Scrubs for Senior Nursing Students:

Please remember that these are uniforms. They represent your status as an ASU nursing student. They are not meant to be sexy, or a fashion statement, or unique. You get to wear “fashionable” scrubs after you pass your NCLEX.

Scrubs are not meant to be tight; they need to fit in a flexible and comfortable fashion. When trying on your scrubs make sure you can lift, move, and bend over in a comfortable manner without worrying about showing skin or ripping seams.

You may wish to order these online - from any scrub store, or here in town – from Mountain Air (North of Big R). You can try scrubs on at Mountain Air before ordering them for a better fit the first time.

p.s. Please buy them big enough to last the whole year, or plan on purchasing more as the year progresses; such that your uniforms fit appropriately, Thank you!

Tops

1. Cherokee 4746, 4700, or 4876.
2. Once you decide which top you like the best. I highly recommend ordering three tops and three pairs of pants so that you save yourself from doing laundry daily.
3. Color: Black

Pants

1. Cherokee 4200. Do NOT order Cherokee 4101 pants – these are low rise and will show too much of your rear end when you are bending over performing nursing tasks.
2. Color: Black
3. If you want a scrub jacket, Cherokee 4350
4. Color: Black
5. After your scrubs arrive, try them on BEFORE washing them in case you need to return them for different sizes.
6. Once you determine that your scrubs fit, buy enough ASU Nursing patches from the Nursing Office and apply the patches to the left sleeve (in a professional manner – no duct tape of safety pins). Patches are $2.50 each—cash only.

Be ready to have a great year!!!!